
IMPA | EDUCATION
We support your professional career with education and training 

Understand upcoming requirements, new regulations and existing procurement frameworks 
with consolidated and specialised workshops and short courses

Throughout the year, we organise with our partners and collaborators member-only workshops and presentations 
delving into emerging new requirements that can impact the maritime procurement business. Whether related to 
sustainability and responsible supply chain management, maritime engineering, or new requirements such as the 
IHM Regulation, we listen to our members and aim to deliver, all with one goal: to help you navigate new territories.

Our workshop portfolio changes all the time, but here are some of the courses we have been running more recently:  
To find out more, go to www.impa-education.com

Suppliers’ Workshop for IHM Maintenance  
100% Online
In collaboration with GSR Services GmbH, we are helping our supplier members navigate the IHM 
minefield, this course teaches suppliers in maritime to work out the integration of documentation 
into existing structures.

Responsible Business Conduct: The Global Standard 
In-Person, London, UK 
In collaboration with Global CSR, we assist companies in setting up a responsible supply chain management 
system that is aligned to internationally endorsed UN principles, as well as increasing visibility in their 
supply chains.

Hydraulic Engineering for Maritime Engineers  
Available on request
In partnership with EDME - If you are a marine superintendent or engineer looking to learn the practical 
maritime applications of hydraulic engineering, this two-day in-company course is for you. 

Marine Auditing for Purchasing Professionals  
Available on request
Delivered in-company or in London in collaboration with Lloyd’s Register, this course is of value to those 
involved in auditing or purchasing and teaches the benefits of purchase management and supplier control.

The value of continuing professional development remains undisputed at IMPA
We continually strive to create and secure innovative and highly-requested education and training programmes 
that give marine purchasers and suppliers the recognition they deserve and allow them to become better at their 
job through flexible study. From a three-tier online course that caters for all levels in maritime purchasing and 
is delivered via the widely-used Moodle platform, to short courses in collaboration with our partners, we see 
education as the backbone of our everyday activity.

Build your procurement career with our array of marine purchasing and supply online 
education programmes of its kind. Visit www.impa-education.com

No matter your walk of professional life, the IMPA Marine Procurement Education Academy has got your back. 
Offering three study levels catering for all lengths of professional experience, our courses are designed from an 
academic perspective, integrated with practical scenarios, and designed to see you leave the course  with solid 
procurement and supply chain management knowledge. 

As a student, you will benefit from:

A research-led education paving the way to becoming tomorrow’s procurement leader;

Teaching conducted by maritime procurement and supply chain management experts;

A highly-dynamic, interactive and flexible learning environment that is 100% online;

The opportunity to sharpen your skills and knowledge and advance your career.

✔

Entry-Level Online Course - Assistant Buyer
The Assistant Buyer course is suitable for the assistant maritime buyer who fulfils an operational. procurement role in a 
department involved with procurement or ordering processes in the shipping industry. Delivered across two blocks of eight 
weeks, the course will introduce you to the different phases of the purchasing process and the levels of purchasing activities.

Intermediate-Level Online Course -  Buyer
Our intermediate-level programme for maritime procurement, the Buyer course is suitable for the purchaser who operates 
on an operational or tactical level in a maritime procurement department. Delivered across four blocks of eight weeks, the 
course will help you master the skills to excel in your position.

Advanced-Level Online Course -  Buyer
The Senior Buyer course is suitable for the seasoned maritime buyer who desires to be an expert in the field. Delivered 
across four blocks of eight weeks, the course will help you manage complex procurement situations and interact with 
multi-disciplined teams around you. It will also offer you the tools to develop strategic supplier relations

For our online degree programmes, prices start from GBP 1,375 for IMPA members and we also run a successful scholarship scheme 
covering full tuition fees. Most short courses and workshops are available exclusively to members of IMPA and we work hard to keep 
the fees low and accessible.

Keen to learn more or even apply for one of our programmes?

Get in touch with Jasmine from the IMPA Education team. training@impa.net | +44 (0) 1206 987612 
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